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Abstract
Infants do not produce typical immune responses to foreign ABO-blood 

group antigens compared to older individuals who have a fully developed 
immune system. Therefore, incompatible donor organs can be transplanted 
into infants without rejection, which results in immunological tolerance. As a 
result, we hypothesized that intentional introduction of ABO-antigens would 
also induce tolerance and extend the period of time for safe ABO- incompatible 
transplantations. A proposed method to induce tolerance is by conjugating 
antigens to long-circulating silica nanoparticles and injecting them into blood 
vessels to promote maximum exposure of lymphocytes to the antigens. Here, 
we characterized synthesized nanoparticles for this purpose. Nanoparticle 
brightness and aggregation tendencies were determined for detectability 
and stability in a living system, respectively, using fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy. Bright, non-aggregating nanoparticles were injected into the 
chorioallantoic membrane of chicken embryos to monitor circulation. It was 
determined that 100 – 200nm PEG-coated silica nanoparticles were easily 
detected, aggregated little, and circulated for a prolonged period of time in the 
blood stream. 
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type a “universal acceptor”. This would increase the likelihood of 
transplantation at a later point in time when a donor organ may be 
available, thereby decreasing the likelihood of a fatal outcome. 

In order to achieve this goal, it is essential to determine novel 
methods of tolerance induction. Since lone antigens in the blood 
stream would likely be cleared quickly by the renal system, our study 
takes steps towards the possibility of injecting nanoparticle-antigen 
conjugates into the blood stream to induce tolerance. Ideal particles 
will be easily detected and circulate for a prolonged period of time in 
vasculature to ensure maximum exposure to blood stream antigens. 
Therefore, since polyethylene glycol (PEG) coatings have been shown 
to increase nanoparticle (NP) circulation time in the blood stream, 
the majority of the silica NPs in this study were functionalized on 
their surfaces with PEG [6]. Silica has demonstrated biocompatibility 
[7] and silica NPs are easily tuned for size [8]. In addition, most NPs 
synthesized contain fluorescent dyes for detection in order to monitor 
and assess their localization and circulation behaviour. 

Previous NP circulation studies have been performed either in 
adult animals [9] or in tumor models [10]. Neither of these are the 
most relevant to model neonatal blood circulation. Neonates will have 
varying degrees of natural angiogenesis, which is poorly represented 
by tumor models and not at all by adult animals. Desirable is a simple 
angiogenic model into which NPs can be injected and tracked for 
circulation time, aggregation behavior and general stability. The 
chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) of the chicken embryo is an 

Introduction
It has been known for many years that induction of antigen 

tolerance is possible in animals. In 1945, Owen defined the inherent 
susceptibility that animals have to immune tolerance [1]. In 1949, 
Burnet and Fenner linked this tolerance to developmental events, 
using twin fetal cows [2], and in 1953, Medawar showed that this 
tolerance could be induced intentionally in mice [3]. Up until now, 
these findings were not considered to be clinically relevant to humans 
since human neonates have an increased maturity of their immune 
systems at birth in comparison to animals, and therefore were thought 
to be beyond susceptibility to tolerance induction. A study by West 
and co-workers showing successful incompatible heart transplants 
was the first to refute what was previously thought and provide 
evidence for neonatally acquired donor-specific blood type antigen 
immune tolerance in humans [4]. Fan et al. also provide evidence 
that suggests persistent exposure to donor antigens is required for 
tolerogenesis (induction of immune tolerance), which is dependent 
on the degree of antigen expression [5]. Since evidence shows that 
the occurrence of tolerogenesis is dependent on degree of antigen 
exposure, it may be possible to induce tolerance via methods other 
than graft exposure or transplantation, thereby possibly reducing 
mortality rates on transplantation wait lists. If an infant must wait for 
an organ past the time of susceptibility to induced tolerance, it may 
beneficial to induce that tolerance previously to allow for tolerance 
to both A and B antigens, or essentially make that infant’s blood 
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excellent model for angiogenesis. Within the CAM the blood pressure 
is normal and the vessels are not tortuous unlike tumor models and 
those of most of the blood vessels in the zebrafish embryo. The CAM 
serves as the respiratory system for the chicken embryo up until day 
19 of the 21 day gestation period, handles any waste products from 
the embryo, and supplies the embryo with nutrients from the yolk 
[11], The CAM has been used as a model to study angiogenesis of 
explanted tumors  and anti-angiogenic drugs [12-18], tumor vascular 
targeting [19], metastasis [20,21], ion transport [22], allergens [23], 
transplantation [24], contraceptives [25,26], effects of hyperglycemia 
[27], and photodynamic therapy [28]. NPs can easily be injected into 
blood vessels of the CAM through a window cut into the eggshell, 
and it has been shown that the concentration of certain particles 
decreases exponentially within the first few minutes of injection 
[29,30]. This is due to loss of the NPs from the blood stream through 
the angiogenic fenestrations (~500nm in size) [31]. The presence of 
angiogenesis in these developing vessels allows us to find ideal NPs 
that will circulate for a prolonged period of time, despite the “leaky” 
nature of the developing vessels. The NP concentration in the CAM 
can be monitored through the window in the shell using fluorescence 
correlation spectroscopy (FCS).

Two-photon excitation (TPE) -FCS is a non-invasive fluorescence 
technique commonly used to analyze fluorescent particles in living 
organisms, primarily for advantages such as: low phototoxicity, long-
term analysis and ability to distinguish aggregation [29]. TPE-FCS 
involves analysis of fluorescent intensity fluctuations resulting from 
two-photon excitation of fluorescent molecules to obtain data about 
diffusion, concentration, and size of the fluorophores. TPE-FCS has 
been used to gain valuable information in many applications such as 
the examination of angiogenic blood vessel formation in zebrafish; 
the study of active transport, localization of proteins, and diffusion of 
receptor clusters in cells; monitoring drug delivery using photocages; 
and the study of DNA replication [32]. 

In this study, TPE-FCS is used as the primary technique to 
provide minimally invasive monitoring of NP behaviour in the CAM 
of the chicken embryo. By tracking the change in concentrations and 
aggregation tendencies as functions of size and surface chemistries, 
we may determine which NPs are most easily detected, aggregate 
the least, and circulate in the blood stream the longest. These data 
will allow us to predict the NP properties most suitable to provide 
maximum blood exposure to the synthesized antigens used to induce 
immunological tolerance in infants. 

Methods
Nanoparticle design and synthesis

Various NPs were synthesized with a range of: dyes, ratios of dye 
to silica, surface functionalizations, and dye-incorporation methods 

(See Table 1 for the naming system for nanoparticles, according 
to their synthesis). NPs with dye incorporation were synthesized 
according to the Stöber process [33], which involves the hydrolysis of 
alkyl silicates, followed by the condensation of silica acid in alcohol 
using ammonia as a catalyst. This synthesis resulted in uniform 
particles of which sizes can be controlled from approximately 
50nm to 2000nm in diameter [33]. In order to synthesize the core-
shell particles, a modified version of the Stöber process was used, as 
described by Larson et al. [34], in which the dye-rich compact core 
is synthesized prior to the silica shell. The NPs were functionalized 
by directly adding polyethylene glycol (PEG) or (3-aminopropyl) 
-trimethoxysilane (APTMS) to the synthesis flask, which formed 
covalent bonds from the polymers to the NPs as the base-catalyzed 
silanization occurs [35]. Once synthesized, particles were resuspended 
in water and stored in scintillation vials covered with aluminum foil 
to reduce exposure to light. 

Two-photon excitation fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy

As the name suggests, TPE utilizes the energy from two photons 
to promote a molecule into an excited state. The TPE energy is at least 
half the one-photon excitation (OPE) energy, resulting in the need of 
the molecule to absorb two photons simultaneously in order to reach 
an excited state. Since the absorption of two photons is less probable 
than the absorption of one photon, TPE results in a smaller excitation 
volume and thus increases the precision of the laser beam. A higher 
density of photons and thus a higher power is used for excitation 
without the need to increase the energy and cause photothermal 
damage. Since the probability of a transition into the excited state is 
proportional to the square of the instantaneous light intensity, the 
focal volume is reduced to a smaller focal volume confined to three-
dimensions unlike that from OPE. This is extremely advantageous 
when exciting in biological samples as excitation to surrounding 
tissue is minimized and thus so is the overall photodamage. The lower 
energy of light needed for this process also allows for less damage to 
surrounding tissue. 

TPE-FCS measures the fluctuations of fluorescence in an optically-
defined interrogation volume over time. A temporal autocorrelation 
analysis is performed on the fluorescence intensity data (see Figure 1) 
to generate the autocorrelation decay, G (t) [36]. 

             (1)

Where ∂F(t) is the difference between the instantaneous 
fluorescence at time, t, and the average fluorescence intensity, <F>. As 
the lag time, τ, increases, G(τ) decreases, and an autocorrelation decay 

Material Functionalization Dye Incorporation Dye
Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning
Si Silica PEG Polyethylene glycol R Random R6G rhodamine 6G

Fe Iron oxide

NR3 Amine C Core-shell TRITC tetramethyl isothiocyanate
SPEG Short PEG

NP Lg NPs from sm 
NPs

FITC fluorescein isothiocyanate
LPEG Long PEG AFX Alexa Fluor® 
NF No Funct. Pyr Pyrene-maleimide

Table 1: Symbols used for naming nanoparticles.
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(ACD) curve results.  Equation (2) can be used to model the ACD, 
when the system is dominated by Brownian diffusion determine the 
diffusion coefficient, size, and concentration of the NPs [37].  
  

                (2)

Where r is the radius of the ovoid of the two photon excitation 
volume (perpendicular to the direction of laser propagation), Z0 is 
the depth of the ovoid of two photon excitation (in the direction of 
laser propagation), c is the local concentration, D is the diffusion 
coefficient, and 

 
is the lag time. It is also important to note from 

Equation 2 that G(0) is equal to 1/<N> (where<N>equals the average 
number of freely diffusing fluorescent particles in the TPE volume). 
Thus, <N> is the equivalent of concentration. Changes in <N> over 
time may indicate the NPs are being taken up into the angiogenic 
tissue, aggregating or dissolving. 

To help determine the origin of NP concentration changes we 
will use the average particle brightness, η. If <N> decreases and η 
increases, this suggests aggregation is taking place. If <N> decreases 
and η remains constant, this suggests uptake or dissolution. And 
finally if <N> remains constant and η decreases this suggests that 
the fluorescent dye in the NPs is unstable, which could indicate that 
the NP surfaces are changing. It is simple to calculate the particle 
brightness (kHz/NP):

η = 1/<N> * <F>                                                                               (3) 

For all experiments, count rate trajectories and autocorrelation 
decay curves were plotted and analyzed using OriginPro 7. 

Nanoparticle characterization in solution

In order to assess the suitability of the NPs for injection into 
the CAM, initial characterization of the NP solutions was first 
performed in various solutions. If the NPs were unstable in simple 
solution, they were deemed inappropriate for study in the CAM 

environment. Particles were diluted to the 10-100 nM concentration 
range (10 <<N>< 100). This would be the appropriate range for the 
CAM studies and likely the desirable range for tolerogenesis. Particles 
that were monodisperse, bright, and gave consistent autocorrelation 
decay curves in water, were further analyzed in various buffer and 
sera solutions. 

The monodisperse, bright NPs mentioned above were analyzed 
for their behaviourin phosphate buffered saline (PBS), chicken 
blood serum (CBS), and porcine blood serum (PorBS) over time to 
observe possible effects on salts and proteins on the NPs from the 
buffer and sera, respectively on brightness and aggregation. FCS 
measurements were taken at short intervals for the first 30 minutes 
post dilution and at longer intervals after that over the time span of an 
hour. Autocorrelation decay curves and count rate trajectories were 
analyzed for signs of aggregation, changing concentration, changes in 
particle brightness. 

CAM preparation

Fertilized eggs were obtained from the Ijtsma Poultry Farm north 
of Calgary (RR 284 and highway 72, Mailing address: RR2, Site 11, 
Box 6, Airdrie, AB, T4B 2A4). Eggs were stored for up to two weeks 
in a refrigerator at 4°C, at which time they lose viability. The details 
of the CAM preparation have been described previously [38]. Briefly, 
nine days before experimentation, eggs were removed from the 
refrigerator and allowed to sit at room temperature for a few hours. 
The eggs were then incubated at 37 degrees Celsius and approximately 
60% humidity. On day four and a half of the incubation period, the 
eggs were windowed to provide visual observation of the embryo 
development [38]. Cellulose tape was then used to cover the window 
in the egg, and the eggs were placed back into the incubator. Over the 
course of the subsequent incubation period, embryos were monitored. 
On day nine of incubation, the eggs were removed once again for 
experimentation. The windows in the eggs were expanded to allow 
for injection of nanoparticles and monitoring of the injectate via FCS. 
The top portions of the eggs were further covered with cellulose tape 
to prevent crumbling of the shell into the amniotic fluid and CAM. 
Dissecting scissors were then used to cut the shell away to the line of 
the fluid within the egg, thus providing maximum exposure to the 
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Figure 1: a) Count rate fluorescence trajectory, where the red line is equal to the average count rate and b) Autocorrelation decay curve, where the red line depicts 
G(0), which is equal to 1/N. Both graphs are examples of typical plots that result from FCS analysis of nanoparticle injection into the CAM. 
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CAM for experimentation. 

S2.4. Microinjection

Injections were performed using a manual microinjector from 
Sutter Instruments Co. Needles were formed using P-30 Puller 
(Sutter Instruments Co. ), beveled using a K. T. Brown Type Micro-
Pipette Beveller, Model BV-10 (Sutter Instruments Co. ), and held in 
place and directed by an x, y, z-manipulator (Sutter Instruments Co. 
, MM-33). 

Undiluted nanoparticles were drawn up into a 3 mL BD syringe, 
which was then attached to the top of the microinjector. The tubing 
that leads to the manipulator was primed, and a beveled needle was 
secured into place at the end of the tubing. The needle was also primed 
and flow through the tip was verified. The valve leading from the BD 
syringe port to the micro syringe was opened and nanoparticles were 
drawn into the micro syringe. 

Once the microinjecter was set up, an egg was placed in an egg 
holder on the egg stage of the microscope (In-house design, University 
of Calgary, [38]) and viewed through the 5X objective with a 1 cm 
working distance. The needle, adjusted to inject parallel to blood flow. 
Approximately 100 µL of nanoparticles were then injected into CAM 
blood vessels of approximately 100 – 200 µm in diameter. 

After successful injections, the objective turret position was 
changed to the 20X lens and the laser was focused in the center of 
the blood vessel. The focused laser beam was always several hundred 
microns downstream from the injection site. 

Chicken Embryo Chorioallantoic Membrane (CAM) Model 
for Nanoparticle Characterization

NPs that did not aggregate in solution and were bright enough 
to be easily detected were injected into blood vessels of the CAM. 
The NPs were injected through a window of a chicken embryo egg 
into the blood vessels of the CAM, which are contiguous with the 
vessel system in the embryo, and FCS was used to track concentration 
changes of the NPs within the blood vessels. More precisely, 100 µL 

of undiluted NP solution was injected into a vessel of approximately 
100 to 200 µm in diameter. The injectate was allowed to circulate and 
distribute throughout the blood stream (30 s, [29]), after which FCS 
measurements were taken continuously from approximately 3 min 
post injection to approximately 50 min post injection, with the TPE 
laser beam focused into the center of the lumen. 

S2.5. Zeta-Potential Measurement

Nanoparticles were diluted to approximately 10-10 M 
concentration from original solutions, and a small amount was 
drawn into a 3 mL BD syringe. Nanoparticles were then injected into 
disposable polystyrene cuvettes and inserted into the cell holder in the 
Nano ZS DLS instrument (Malvern Instruments Ltd). Zeta-potentials 
were obtained in water using averaged data from approximately 
80 accumulated data points and pre-assigned settings for silica 
nanoparticles with the refractive index set to 1.5, the refractive index 
of silica. 

Results and Discussion
Nanoparticlestability in aqueous solution and blood sera

A series of approximately 50 types of NPs that were synthesized 
with various combinations of sizes, dyes, surface functionalizations, 
polymer materials, and synthesis methods, were analyzed for stability 
in aqueous solution and blood sera. The key findings for aqueous 
solution are presented in Table 2, which gives average particle 
brightness, the percentage of particles that aggregated, and were 
used in eggs. All these are categorized based on particle synthetic 
variables. To sleuth out trends in the characteristics of the NPs, all 
data for specific characteristics were pooled and then the averages or 
% displaying the behaviour were calculated. For example, 46 types of 
NPs were surface-functionalized with PEG. Their cumulative average 
ηwas 3.5 kHz per particle, 13/46 displayed aggregation in water and 
11/46 wereultimately deemed suitable for further study in the CAM. 
Thus,the results displayed in Table 2 were used to help determine 
which NPs were stable and bright enough for use in the CAM in vitro 
studies. 

Variable η, average particle 
brightness (kHz/particle)

Percent of particles that 
aggregated in water

Percent injected into eggs 
(%)

NP Material
Iron oxide core 0 N/A 0
Silica 3.2 36 23

Functionalization
PEG 3.5 28 23
Amine 0.3 80 20
None 1.3 100 0

Dye-incorporation Method

Core-shell 4.0 41 32
Random 1.5 0 0
Large particles made from 
small ones 0 75 0

Dye

Rhodamine 6G 4.4 32 29
TRITC*& FITC§ 1.1 33 16
Alexa fluor 0.8 50 0
Pyramine 0.2 50 0

Size
0-75nm 3.7 60 0
75-200nm 3.9 30 37
>200nm 0.8 25 8

Table 2: Summary of nanoparticle characterization results in water.
* tetramethyl isothiocyanate, § fluorescein isothiocyanate
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Out of the fifty particle solutions investigated in water, twelve 
types of NPs were mixed with buffer and blood sera to further 
investigate stability in the presence of ions and proteins. Table 3 
displays the results of these studies. 

There was increased particle instability and aggregation in blood 
serum in comparison to buffer. This was also observed in a study 
by Eberbeck et al. , in which they studied magnetic particles in 
different solutions. It was found that particles had a higher tendency 
to aggregate in different biological media [39]. However, the results 
from mixing the silica NPs in different solutions were very promising 
as a large number of the NPs synthesized showed high stability in PBS 
and in two different blood sera, which was beneficial for the desired 
purpose of injecting them into the embryonic chicken CAM blood 
vessels. 

Overall, seven out of the total of 50 NPs were deemed appropriate 
to be injected into the CAM model, which reflects the importance of 
the specific combination of variables on resulting particle properties. 
Interestingly, all of the particles that were determined to be suitable 
for injection were core-shell silica NPs; the core-shell particles tended 
to be brighter, thus more easily detected for the purposes of this study. 
All of the NPs injected into the eggs were those functionalized with 
PEG. Five were synthesized utilizing R6G as the dye, while the other 
two contained TRITC. Also, all NPs stable enough to be injected into 
the CAM had hydrodynamic diameters in between 89 to 250 nm. 

Nanoparticles in the CAM

Based on the above-mentioned results, seven different NPs 
were studied in the CAM blood vessels. Out of those seven particle 
solutions, five were found to be stable in the CAM vasculature, with 
little signs of extensive aggregation over the time periods analyzed 
(30-60 min).

Figure 2a displays a typical plot of the number of silica NPs in the 
TPE volume, N, as a function of time for all of the particles injected 
into the CAM. As demonstrated in Figure 2a, there is no indication 
of any systematic change in particle numbers over the time period (33 
min) for this particular NP. The large scatter in the data (average +/- 

50%) (Figure 2a) results from a number of factors: inhomogeneities 
in the concentration in time due to pulsatile flow, movement of 
the embryo and some small degree of aggregation. Recall that the 
angiogenic blood vessels of the CAM possess fenestrations that are 
500 nm in diameter or smaller [38]. Therefore, NPs smaller than this 
size could leave the blood stream through these nanofenestrations. 
Figure 2b, by comparison shows dioleoylphosphatidyl-serine (DOPS) 
liposomes (ζ=-59mV and 100 nm diameter) injected into the CAM. 
In the case of DOPS, there is clearly a slow decrease in N over time, 
which we have previously shown is due to uptake into the angiogenic 
blood vessel walls [31]. 

The lack of verifiable uptake for these NPs in the CAM is quite 
significant, since this is not the case with most particles of similar sizes 
studied in the Cramb group. In our previous work, we found many 
different NPs that were taken up into the angiogenic tissues. These 
particles included PEGylated quantum dots, polystyrene fluospheres 
and liposomes [31]. It is emerging that size, functionalization, and 
surface potential all play a large role in the observed uptake rates. 
We have shown previously that uptake rates have been found to be 

Nanoparticle
Approximate time in solution until 
aggregation is observed (min)
PBS CBS PorBS 

Si_PEG_C_TRITC_89nm >60 >16 Insufficient 
data

Si_PEG_C_R6G_105nm >60 >60 24
Si_PEG_C_R6G_120nm >60 >60 <6
Si_PEG_C_R6G_125nm 35 45 2
Si_PEG_C_R6G_142nm >45 45 19
Si_PEG_C_R6G_148nm >60 23 40
Si_PEG_C_R6G_150nm_2 10 9 <8
Si_PEG_C_R6G_177nm >60 60 23
Si_PEG_R_TRITC_179nm >60 15 8
Si_PEG_C_R6G_191nm >45 45 40
Si_PEG_C_TRITC_250nm Insufficient data 7 6
Si_PEG_R_R6G_350nm_2 20 11 <16
Table 3: Observed time of nanoparticle aggregation in various solvents over 
the typical 45 to 60 minutes of data collection, determined from CRT and ACD 
analysis.
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Figure 2: Number of particles in focal volume versus time post injection into eggs for a) 89 nm core-shell TRITC silica particles with PEG functionalization. b) 102 
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dependent on size for particles with zeta potentials in the range 0<z 
<-40 mV [31]. The silica NPs in the current study are of similar sizes 
to these NPs, but do not deposit in the vessel walls. We therefore 
propose that there is a negative charge cut-off, which plays a 
significant role in keeping the NPs in the blood stream. This cut-off 
appears to be around -50 to -60 mV as discussed in [31], and shown 
in Table 4 as particles with high negative charges are not taken up 
readily. These finding are likely a result of the large negative zeta 
potentials of the NPs causing repulsion with the negatively charged 
endothelial cells making up the blood vessel walls. Furthermore, large 
surface charge could help to stabilize NPs as the NP-NP repulsion 
would reduce aggregation. Since many of the non-silica particles in 
our previous study that displayed uptake are coated with PEG and 
are of similar diameters [31], this charge effect is likely a significant 
reason for the differences in circulation behaviour. This result is also 
supported by the contrast in the results for the circulation behavior of 
liposomes. The zwitterionic dioleyolphosphatidyl-choline (DOPC, ζ 
= -40 mV, 100 nm diameter) left the blood stream with a rate constant 
of kloss = 0.003 s-1 [31], whereas the DOPS liposomes (ζ = -59 mV, 100 
nm diameter) lasted 50% longer in circulation, kloss = 0.002 s-1 (Figure 
2).The charge-induced, long circulation time is a very beneficial 
characteristic for tolerogen carriers, as it would permit maximum 
exposure of B-cells to NP-conjugated antigens. 

Lack of uptake does not necessarily mean complete stability of 
the silica NPs during circulation. Some were observed to display a 
degree of aggregation after prolonged exposure to the CAM blood 
stream. Table 4 gives the length of time during circulation before 
aggregation of the NPs was observable and represents the onset of 
20-25% aggregation of the NPs. From Table 4, it is evident that PEG-
coated NPs in the size range 120-150 nm diameter were optimal for 
better stability against aggregation. 

Other PEG-functionalized particles, similar to the silica NPs 
used in this study, have shown similarly long circulation times in 
other animal models. For example, Maldiney at al. studied the effects 
of diameter and surface coating on biodistribution within healthy 
mice [40]. As part of the study, the biodistribution of intravenously 
administered silicate-based NPs coated with PEG (chain length 
approximately 10 times longer than the ones use in this study) was 
compared to that of particles with exposed hydroxyl groups. It 
was found that PEG-functionalized particles circulated in mice for 

a longer period of time than the similar hydroxyl-functionalized 
particles [40]. This was indicated by the rapid uptake of the hydroxyl-
coated particles into the liver and a high distribution of the PEG 
functionalized particle throughout the rest of the organism [40]. 
Maldiney also found a strong dependence on size with longer 
circulation times for particles with 120 nm hydrodynamic diameter 
compared with larger particles (190-230 nm) [40]. Interestingly, their 
study found that negatively charged, bare silica particles were rapidly 
deposited in the liver and spleen. We saw little evidence of this for 
the negative particles in the current study, however our particles did 
have a degree of PEG coating and the CAM blood volume is very large 
compared with the organ blood volume. It is also notable that the 
chicken embryo has an immature immune system at this incubation 
point [41]. Thus uptake by macrophages is limited in the CAM model. 

PEG has been validated in many previous studies as a coating that 
increases blood stream circulation time of NPs [42-45]. Our previously 
reported work has demonstrated that amino-terminated PEG coated 
quantum dots disappear too quickly from the CAM blood stream to 
measure the uptake rates (35). Intuitively, the amino functionalization 
would cause particles to be less negative and therefore be attracted to 
the negative endothelia cells of the CAM blood vessels. It therefore 
emerges that a combination of PEGylation and large, negative charge 
promote longer circulation time in angiogenic blood vessels. 

Conclusion
PEGylated silica nanoparticles were studied in the CAM model 

as a significant step towards developing long-circulating, stable 
tolerogen carriers. Such NPs would allow for an increased exposure 
of the blood stream to the antigens they will carry. It was found that 
PEG-functionalized particles between 90 to 200 nm in diameter with 
large negative charges produced the desired effects and circulated 
for long periods of time in CAM blood vessels. PEGylated silica NPs 
reported in this work carry large negative charges likely because of 
incomplete coverage of the silica surface by PEG. These findings 
suggest that silica NPs with the above-mentioned qualities would 
be suitable for tolerogenesis. As a result, these silica NPs will be 
conjugated to antigens to determine if the resulting exposure will 
be persistent enough to induce immunological tolerance to foreign 
blood type antigens. 
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